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Introduction. 
In this paper transport in a. stochastic magnetc field is studied on the basis of a fluid 
theory. The Kadomtsev-Pogutse approach [I, 2] has been extended to take account of 
solving beside an energy equation also an equation for th.e heat flux consistent with 
Grad's 13-mornent method. 

It is an advantae of the macroscopic equa\ions that collisions can be considered 
exactly within the complete Fokker-Planck operator while kinetic calculations usually 
work with the Krook [3, 41 or a similar simplified collision model [5] . 

The presentation here is restricted only on the case of a steady-state perturbation 
field. But the model has been also)nvestigated for a fluctuating field perturbation. 

The resonance width for enhanced transport comes out to be very small in the 
case of a steady-state ergodic magnetic field when applied such to ergodize the bulk 
region of the plasma. 1t is found that transport occurs only in the range 

(
>. )-'(mWO)'/2 o ~ I(m - nq) 1 ~ R~ - v- (1) 

Here m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. 11 is the electron-ion 
collision frequency, w· = (Tdt.Br)dlnne/dr is the diamagnetic drift frequency of the 
.elctrons, and >'e is the electron mean free path. 

The geometry of the system is idealized and represented by a periodic cylinder of 
radius r and periodicity length 21fR. Using realistic tokamak parameters characterizing 
the ASDEX plasma near the separatrix under H-mode conditions we have O .$. l(m 
nq)\ .$. 3 . 10- 2 • From this follows that large transport in a steady-state stochaatic 
magnet ic field can only occur in a situation with a dense mode spectrum. This result, 
which is also in complete agreement with that as derived from the drift kinetic theory [41 
has been found on the basis of the so-called linear approximation and is in contradiction 
with test particle models [5, 6] which start with the calculation of the magnetic field 
topology. Further below the range of validity of the linear theory will be considered 
and it will be shown that it depends only on the strength of the perturbation field. 

In order to find larger anomalous transport one needs field fluctuations in the 
range of the electron-ion collision frequency which is also the time scale for establishing 
a Maxwellian distribution with constant temperature along the magnetic field lines. 
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Transport Equations 
The electron temperature distribution Te(r,0,rp,t) and the electron heat flux 
Se(r,e,rp,t) are assumed to be governed by the following approximate form of the 
13-moment balance equations 

(2) 

a~ 5~ e - - -- + --VTe + -[Se X B ] = - S~I/O: at 2me me 
(3) 

with 0: ~ 1.87 
Here, e, me, ne and Pe are the elctron charge, mass , density and pressure. The 

source term S will be taken into account for the case of Ohmic heating S = aE2 with 
E = U j27r R the induced electr ic field and the conductivity a which is described with 
the self-consistent temperature Te. For simplicity we neglect density perturbations, the 
convective contributions to the energy balance and the electric current arising within 
the equation of the heat flux. The presence of a heat flux causes a deviation ~ from 
the Maxwellian f M given by 

(4) 

where f = ii j ve is the random walk velocity normalized with the electron thermal 
speed Ve. 

The model equations (2) and (3) can be used in the range ~ « 1. In order to examine 
this condition to be the only one to exist , a temperature perturbation with arbitrary 
mode numbers m and n was assumed for the case of a configuration with closed ma
gnetic surfaces (that is in absence of a helical perturbation fie ld) and the decay due to 
heat conductivity paralle l to field lines was studied. The result of the simple calcula
tion shows that each non-resonant temperature perturbation (m - nq) = 0 decays on 
the time scale of the elctron-ion collision time independent of t he mean free path. For 
this time being much longer than the transit time the model can also be used in the 
region of long mean free path. 
We consider cylindrical flux surfaces perturbed by a weak stochastic magnetic field 
with radial component br • which we expand as 

The temperature Tc = TOe(r) + TJ and heat flux ~ = Soe(r) + SI are similarly 
expanded with < Tl >=< SI >= o. 

Averaging the energy equation (2) over the unperturbed circular magnetic sur
faces and the time gives for Soc(r) to satisfy the equation 

1 d , 
-;. dr SOc, r =< aE > (6) 
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Only the oflen-discussed case of a. steady-state perturbation field will be presented here 
in the following. From eq.(3) the expression of the radial heat flux is found to be 

(7) 

Here XII is the classical parallel heat conductivity and Xl. = XU( v 2 /w; ) with Wc 

the electron gyrofrequency. b = 13/ B is the unit vector of the magnetic field jj which 
will be decomposed into B = Ba +131 and BI is the pertu rbation field. Jp = Be l E,/>, 

The average radial heat Bux SOe,r =< Se,f" > can be found after linearizing eq.(2) 
and (3) in terms of El and Tt. In calculating Tt from by we neg lect in eqs .(2} and (3) 
the contribution of Xl. being smaller in the order of v /we than the contribution of the 
VTx jj drift . The Kadomtsev-Pogutse model does not contain this drift and therefore 
the neglect ion of the non-linear terms is not justified there [2] A simple calculation 
shows that 

, (ikll + Akll + A(n/R)f;) 
Tm,. ~ bm,.T, (kll _ (im/,)A(dtnn./d,) - E) (8) 

The followi~g abbreviations have been used: A = TdeBveAe and B = 3ae2E2 / 5Te2 
and kn = (m - nq) / Rq, with q the safety fac tor. The temperature entering on the 
r ight side of eq.(8) is. always Tea. Discussing eq. (8) the source term B will be neglec
ted. This is a very good approximation for realistic tokamak parameters. One has 
to distinguish between two different regions characterized by the value of kll: In the 
so-called resonance region kl~ <: IDI with D = m / rA(dlnne /dr} the solution for Tm,n 
can be represented with 

(9) 

an expression, which is independent from the mean free path Ae. Inserting this into 
eq. (7), it is shown that the average radial heat flux SOe,r is enhanced very much with 
the parallel heat conductivity Xu resulting in a formula for the diffusion coefficient 
similar to that of Rosenbluth-Rechester [6] but with an enhancement factor Ad Rq 
agreeing with the one obtained earlier on the basis of the drift kinetic theory (see 
eq. (8)) of ref.[4 ] ). Outside the resonant region where k[ >- IDI we can expand the 

solution for T m,n using an ordering parameter I = D / kl~ <: l. 

The zero order solution Tm,n = ibm,nT:,okl( l is that of bVTe = 0 and gives no 
contribution to the parallel transport. 
The lowest order of bVTe is therefore proport.ional to I which scales like A; 1 cancelling 
Ae arising in XII ' The parallel transport comes out to be independent from the collision 
time but is very small as compared to the formula of Rosenbluth-Rechester with a 
factor VD/Vc where VD is the electron drift velocity. 

To estimate the validity of the linear theory we have to consider two different 
regions: In the region of parallel transport kll ~ 0 the deviation from the MaxweJl 
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distribution has to be small. Using eq. (4) together with (8) we find for kll = 0 the 
condition to hold a 

>.,b, ar (InT,o) < 0.1 (10) 

Outside the resonance region the non-linear terms arising within the expression of the 
parallel heat flux should be small leading to t.he condition 8 ~~ 1 «T:o wit.h Te,l given 

from bVT = O. From t.his follows a condi t.ion for the perturbat.ion field easy t.o fulfill 
in realist.ic cases with br $ 10-4

• 
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